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Star Army Shipboard Blazing Comets System

The SAS-Blazing Comets System is a retrofit for Stararmy Vessels which provides them with a state of the
art tactical system. These are built by the Ketsurui Fleet Yards.

History

With the creation of the Ke-V8-W4200 - Moeru Suisei (Blazing Comets) the project to upgrade the
"Guriddo" Defense System chose to include them for the system. A modular system was created allowing
it to be retrofitted to any Star Army Ship YE 42.

Details About Shipboard Blazing Comets

The system is capable of using the original 'comets', but it also features a larger and there for more
powerful version of the comets. The larger comets feature all the aspect of the original. But their systems
have a longer operating time with more powerful emitters.
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Comparision

Dimensions

Length: 85.34 centimeters (33.6 inches)
Height: 17.78 centimeters (7 inches)
Width: 17.78 centimeters (7 inches)

Speed

Maximum velocity: Moersu Suisei have a max velocity of .4c. However at those speeds their
operating time is greatly reduced.
Cruising: .2 - 3c

Enhancement

Additionally the larger Comets have a more advanced control system, allowing them to guide other
comets to their destination without input from the launching vessel.
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The larger Comets are equipped with a Scalable Graviton Beam Projector Array. This allows them to tow
the smaller Comets which allows the smaller units to conserve their power and operating time.
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